Hamferð is a Faroese term for the living images of sailors appearing before their loved ones. Written
recordings of these apparitions are a recurrence within the toilsome and sorrowful depths of Faroese
history, and this is where Hamferð, the band, draws its inspiration. Echoing through crawling,
thunderous marches of blight and wails of melancholic isolation are the greatly unexplored darker
recesses within the soul of the island people. Love, loss and solitude compose the core of the bands
poetic lyricism, and all is presented through funereal figures, taking the stage with mournful silence.
In the band's short lifetime of 4 years, Wacken Metal Battle winners Hamferð have achieved a lot.
Founded in 2008 for a Global Battle of the Bands event, the band lay dormant for a year before
recording their first demo containing two tracks during the fall of 2009, one of which accidentally
landed at #1 on the Faroese radio charts for three weeks during the spring of 2010. In February 2010
Hamferð won an annual upcoming band-competition in Tórshavn called Sement, which gave Hamferð
a chance to perform at some of the larger events during the festival summer such as G! Festival and
Summarfestivalurin. In December 2010, the debut EP “Vilst er síðsta fet” was released and has
received great reviews so far.
2011 was a very active year for Hamferð. In January the band toured The Faroe Islands to promote
their debut release, and during the summer Hamferð toured Iceland and The Faroe Islands with
Viking-metal band Skálmöld, most notably performing at the cult festival of Eistnaflug and at G!
Festival for a second successive year. Hamferð returned to Iceland in October to play Iceland
Airwaves, and in November they joined Moonsorrow, Týr and Crimfall on a stretch of the Dead Tyrants
Tour through Europe, garnering much praise despite being the odd one out on the tour.
Currently writing material for the first full-length album, Hamferð stride on without mercy. The band
landed a slot at Wacken Open Air 2012 as a part of the Wacken Metal Battle competition, which
Hamferð went on to win against contestants from 29 other countries, making it the biggest competition
in the world for unsigned metal bands! The band has signed an international management deal and an
international booking deal, which means that 2013 promises to be the most exciting year in Hamferð’s
career so far. The journey has only just begun...
Hamferð is:
Jón Hansen - vocals
Theodor Kapnas - guitar
John Egholm - guitar
Jenus í Trøðini - bass
Esmar Joensen - keyboard
Remi Johannesen - drums
Discography:
Vilst er síðsta fet EP(2010)
Management:
Christian Buhl, Tutl Management
THE ROCKING FACTORY GmbH
Lerchenstrasse 28, 22767 Hamburg, Germany
Email: Buhl@therockingfactory.eu
Phone: +49 15 15 25 8 34 34
Booking:
Jörg "Schrörg" Düsedau
DRAGON PRODUCTIONS a division of A.S.S. Concerts & Promotion GmbH
22149 Hamburg Germany
Email: schroerg@dragon-productions.com
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hamferd1@gmail.com
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